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INTRODUCTION

I.

1..Background

1)

There exists a lot of empirical results on use of information
or .consUritption'of mass media.'"Thoroughgoing theorizing is
'

seldom foUn8, and there is no commonly accepted model on
information consumption. For both. research 'purposes and
practicjal purposes there is, however, a. felt neea' for a

theory/or model Of'this kind.. Research neqd& it to interpret
the nOxnerous data on the subject and to plan further data

coll ction more intelligently.Perhaps a theory is even more
needed for practical purposes. More and more people become
/

increasingly dependent on information if they shall understand
botih their immediate and more distant surroundings, and more
an4 more people are engaged in the administratiom Of information

p ocesses. Both the senders and the receivers hive a need fbr
understanding the determinants of the consumption of information.
The problems arizing from this lack of underg
Motivation for the research b

ndiyig is the

ind this paper. Ho ever2.it does

not satisfy the need for a gene

1, acceptable th ory.. At the
best some of the elements in the theory preSente here can be
used by others in their search for-explanations.
,

A

1)

ao0

his paper
an abbreviated and revized edi/tion of tie book:
"Forbrug of massekommunikation", Insti'tut f r Presseforskning,
Aarhus 1977.
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Therefore, this paper Is not written for the sake of presenting
bomething finished, but to stimulate those working with consumer
information, communication between authorities and citizens or
those who take care Of mass communication in. some otherway,
and, last but not least to obtain some seed -back before further

development of the model.
Purpose

2.

-

-

The purpose of this paper IS to introdlicea general model on,pe
consumption of information. The basicidea of the paper is to
consider the output of the mass media ,- informatir
on - a product
like other products and to develop a model on the consumption

of this speciaf product by merging elements fromcon'sumer be-

havjour theory andmass communication theory,
0

The purpose ihvolves two problems. The first is to develop a
general -frame of.reference for the understanding of the

individual's information acquisition. The other is to develop
.
a model, which
can be used to describe, explain, and predict
.
i

needs for information, kinds of information wanted and consumed,
and sources, of information wanted and actually used.
3.

Outline and methodology

This paper is purely theoretical. First some assumptions about
the individual and the way in which mass comthunication,functiorie
are presented.* Then a general frame of reference is built up in
chapter II. In the tight of this, the problent is fuither define d

and some methodological' problems digCussed. Chapter III explains
the need for information -' when and how much. Chapter IV sets up
a general explanation of how consumption of information takes
place, and chapter V develops A-t theory which explains how much

information the individual will consume in relation to a certain
need for, information. Finally, chapter VI deals with the
questioil, of the choice of information source.

4
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o
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It is important to emphasize that at the present stage of our

understandingof consumption'of mass communication it is not
helpful td concentrate On any special subject like consumer
information cr news or civic information, even

if understanding

of that special subject is the ultimate goal.
E.g. consumer behaviour or political decisions are part of they
individual's total behaviour, 'and acquisition ofe.g. product ---,

information is again an integrated part of the individual's

total consumption'of information and can only be understood in
6 that context.
Frcm the outset we must focus on a general understanding of
what'leads the individual to use a given information source,

_Also if we Want to understand the consumption of information
in relation to e.g. buying or vOting.'Once we have formulated
a general theory, we can start to build' more detailed and spe-

cific theories with special relevance to given subsets of
behaviour. It-is the idea of this paper totadvace such a general?.
understanding.

e

A

.1
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II. FRAME OF REFERENCE

1, Assumptions aboutthe individual
The purpose of this section is to stipulate some important fea-

turessof human behaviour. The first feature iathe assumption
that man's behaioUr_is purposeful or'goal oriented. The goals*
are nbt given from birth, but determined for instance by consumed

information, experience, social.relations, and surrovdings.
Th

goals directing human behaviour are spgdific and not genera-

lized, except for one-very general rule, sayingethat the individual eeks'''a maximum of need satisfaction. This of course does
not mean that the individualJfulfils this purpose. Being a problem solver does not mean that all problems are solved. The in
%.

*

.

dividual behaves as if he tries,to maximize the differencebetween
utility :Ind effort, Also it is assumed that the Indi-idual basic -,.
,

tlly'is able to behave appropriately in relation

-

,

to

is goals. If

the behaviour seems in:approprlatd the rhAson is to be found out4

side the indivIdual.'
'

Thes i few assumptions are important to the development of the
_f-

whole theory, and lie behind the very. basic idea that information
consumption is ode among several funptiolis leading to the ach,ieve-

ment.of the goals of the individual. Consumption of, information
substitutes and may be substituted by other acti,:,ities. The in-

dividual seeks, applies and rejects information as a means of',
.

Achieving, maximum ne7d satisfaction with the least possible effort,.

The individual's use/of infOrmation is instrumental in relation

.

to,neea -satisfaction, as is all consumption.

'

-

2. Assumptions about the functioningof mass communication

The cuc,tion of information Consumption being instrumental is
identical with a functional approach to the understanding of the
functioning and effect of mass communication. The model construct9d in this paper belongs to the so-called "uses and gatificas

.tions" tradition.

1)

According to this traditioh it is not the media that affect people,
1) V4 a description and analysis of the tradition see e.g. Katz, Blumler, and
Gureditdh.1973.

o

8
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1'

but people that utilize the m dia, because they haVp problems
(needs) and interests which make the use.of different information
sources necessary. Primarililki

is not only the characteristics

of information that condition' tfie usp of-inforMationc but also

the characteristicstof society,\groups, and individuals.
It

fs

further assumed as, a prfncipal rule that the,individual

does not perceiverandis not influenced by inforMation not needed. The receivers'in the communication progets,are selective in
\

their media contact. Use of information takes place because the
individual expects some.kind of need satisfaction.,competing information sources are all fulfilling certain functions for .4
goal - oriented, individual.,
1

3. The concept of information.

In order to build the necessary fram\e of reference (purpose one
of this paper) it is necessary to define the central concept of
information.
.

.

-

--

\

.

,

Information is defined as knowledge about circumstances outside
the individual which he receives through his sensory apparatus,

and is_ableto interpretmeaningfullv,which means that the individual gets an idea of what the knowledge can be used for.

The model concerns only information coming from what is normally
called media, including other people, but excluding e.g. physical
experience. This definition of the concept of information means
that 'what is known beforehand is also considered infofmation, but
this does not necessarily mean that' it has what is here termed

information value. This concept of information value is furthpr

develooed
in chapter VI.4.1.Suffice it here tp state that in,
formation value is deffned'in relation to the individual's in-:
formation storage or knowledge. The information storage consists
of two components, viz. a content component and a probability
component. Knowledge about circumstances outside the individual
that is already inherent in the storage is still information,
but it has no infollnational value, unless the probability compo-

nent is changed.,The same information may involve different nformation value for different people. It depends on the
dual whether something is information .or not, and so does the
value of information.

i

9

O
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Consumption of information means receipt of information through
the sensory apparatus.

X

4. Construction of a frame of reference
The use of mass media has been explained fror many points of
view. As stated in section 1.2. information is 'here considered

a product, and consequently the use of mass media is considered
consumption of this product.

1)

This approach makes it possible

to draw on consumer behaviour theory. It therefore, goes Withbut
saying that the, frame of reference must refer to thgbasic features_of_the- product -and -the conaumntionkbehaviour.

It follows from section II.1. that an obvious point of departure
for the construction of a fram e of reference is consumer goals.

The consumer has a goal if fie is able to perceive a situation
which is different, from his.present situation and wants to change
4

to that situation. (I am able to imagine myself better trail-led

and I Wan't to be better trained, to I have a goal or problem or

.

need).

Consumption of information is one of many means of achieving
different goals. This consumption of information (watching the news,.reading a brochure) may be categorized in matey ways. The most.appl-opriate seems, to be Schramm's distinction 2) between immedia

-and delayed reward referring to the moment of the gratification.
dle

7")

This distinction produces two categories. The first categorylincludes consumption of information Where the gratificatiqp, derived
from the satisfaction of the information need, is related to the
moment of consumption. The consumer does not intend to use the.
information beyond the moment of consumption. The dsefulness of
the information 'consumed is direct. (Examples are: watching a-.

movie on tv, reading a novel, entertaining oneself with the gl,a-

,mourous pictures of magazipe advertisements)-Rormal}y, this category of information is called entertainment. For analytical
"Ow

purposes we may call it directry'instrumental consumption of information..

1)

'I:his point of view has never been, thoroughly developed before.

2) See Schram 1949.

1.10

.

-

,

t
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The second category includes consumption of information where
the gratification derived 'from 'the satisfaction of the information need is not related to
,moment of consumption. The con*
sumer intends to use the information beyond the moment of con-

sumpti6n7-the useful5fss being indirect. (Examples are: going
-.through the supermarket advertisements to find the best bargitn,

reading brochures to understand the advantages of different materials for rugs', or.reacling tDe tv-programme).'For analytical

purposes we call this category indirectly instrumental consump7
tion of information. ___

'

e

A "behavioural unlit" like shopping may relate solely to one of

the two categories, but'it is very,likely that elements from both
categories are involved. Also the same "behavioural unit.'" may

lead to consumption of information in relation to different goals

(shopping, reading the newspaper) Therefore consumption of information cannot be understood from the observable behaviour alone.
.

It is also obvious that a.source of information is more attractive
if it appeals to the motives behind both categories, and the more
goals it is related to.
A

.

These multi-functional aspects in the use of mass media are a
very complicating factor - especially ih empiriCal investigations

- but they are elso an important factor in a ieAistic understandI
ing of the consumption of media.
The multi-functierial element has been the cause of much confusion.'
in mass communication research. 1)-Ane of the reasons is that the

4'

ft

starting point of most researchers has been the content of the
media
product offered) a
not the peedsof the consumers.
i
This
failure
avoided her eP4
, due to .the influence from consumer
J

.

behaviour theory, teaching u$ to start with the consumer and his
social relations.

1) Cf the conclusion in McQuail et al 1972, P. 162: ".,.. the relkiOnship
between content categories and audience needs is far less tidy and more
complex than most commentators have appreciated. It is not jus4 that most
popular progammes are multi-dimensional in appeal. It is 4..sorthe case that
we have no single scale by which we can reliably attach a Ualue to any given
content category. Given the heterogeneity of materials transmitted over the
broadcast media, not only is one man's meatanothalk man's poison,,but one
man's source of escape from the real woad is a poiht of anchorage for another man's place in it. .... There is neither a one-to-one obi-respondence
between communication content and'audience motivation, nor ....".

.

1

ti

,p
,

.

.

.
An important aspect of all kinds of consumer.behaviour is the.
,

behavioural routinesInformation routines are a parallel to the =
multifunctional ,nattlre of mass media, because they are an adapt.-

ion of the appropriateness ;of fulfilling' several functions at the

same time. Routines are necessary because of the combination of
many needs and restricted resources.,It bs here hypottlesi,sed

that the consumer triesto satisfy as many informational needs
,

.

asTossible.througil informational routines, which we also call
the normal media, us2. Normal media use.is'the best, combination.

of mediaEWdeffSumer can find to give him
a satisfactory coverage
--_,
of these normal informational needs'aotpared OD the effort of using
the media The routines are broken only when ,important problems
cannot be solved in the ordinary Nay%1) (,, -consumer in the market

I

.

for a new car consults his friends and faMily (:),Watches out for '

v

,,,'"

advertisements ia,the daily paper. If this,is,dat enough-he will'
.
.
.
consider the trouble of contacting a less'Well-known pqrson.or
i

-

perhaps the library fox, an,tssue of a'consumer's journal
visiting a retailer.)

1

:

.

.

.

.\

\

.

.

or of.---- .
,

.

e

".t

.

.

.

,
.
i
Inthe next section our effort in this-paper is resixicted.to- 7

.,,

.

f

building a modei on- consumption of indirectly i

--.*11,-- --------.

'

S

trimental'intor.7.

1

oration. This does not mean'ti,At direct use of information is of

'

,

.

#

---,

no interest. On the ,contrary, directinformation is important .

6

for the understanding of Lndirece information, because FonsumpItion of direct information' may leadthe consumer to Consumptiop

.....

of ,indirect chformation. Probably most consumption of indtxec%

information is 'due to exposure to the medium belaube of routes
,...

!

....-

.

-

the 'daily press

'

.

nd magazines' - than far others like bogks'or. '-...

xaaio. The more, heterogeneous the content of the:medium, the more
',likely it is that One kind of consumption of Arnforga

---.

another. ,

.'v' _I

,

.

-

.

.

A few more

concepts

',V

4

-

tanalytiqa1 tools) are neEgs a

.

.

...

..

V

.

V

'

/

0

is to be found in chapter IV.
if
;

1) A further treatment oft normal media use
...

*)b

on leads tq

o,complete
the frame of reference. First we shall distinguish.between two

.

,

0

,

or because the consumer will.use Ole medpiM for direct purposes.
/ --/
.
.
The robabil
i
irect instrumental
consumption
leading te
.
,...
indirect fnst
l consumption,11 higher for spite media -'e:g.

.'.
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kinds of attention. Active attention means that 'the perception of

information is an important purpose of the behaviour leading to
the perception of information. Normally, this kind of behaviour
is characterised as seeking information. Passive attention' means

that the perception of information is die to some Other kind of
.

behaviour. When a person look's for the tNP-programme he may-be a=.
ware 'of an advertisement. This attention is passive.

Further, it will prove useful to distinguish between initial
attention.and continued attention.
in

1)

Initial attention is the

nge from expoure to concentration of one or more sen-

ses on an

emerit, in the information source. Continued attention

is the possible further concentration on more elements. ,(When'
the consumer reads his newspaper,' initial attention tells him e.g.
4.

0*

,

..

that'here is and advertisementpernaps that it is an advertise- me t fox e.g. instant coffee. If he immediately moves his eyes to
apicture showing the first snow in the streets,,his attention.

if!,

!4' has been,1nitial only. If the consumer goes On_reading the ad-

vertisement and notes the brand name and/or price and/or -some
-arguments for purchasing the product, Cie call It continued atten.,4

tion.)
.

5. Delimitations

The purpose of thip paper ia.tdbuild a model on the consumption
of information. Consumption of direct instrumental information is
not covered by the theory,, neither are the effects of consumption
of information.

6.

u line

The problem of constructing a model that cah help tis'describe,

understand, and forecast the information donsuMption behaviour
Anvolvee at least four problemi:

,

1) A WHAT-problem, involving the size and kind of the information
,need (Chapter III).
.

2) A HOW- problem, involving 'possible ways of satisfying the need
1) Cf Ottesen 1977.
'1.1144V)..

e

for information (chapter 11p.,
3) A HOW MUCH7,pixoblem,'involving the amount of information. The

dependent variable will be formulated as the probability that
consumption of information takes place in'relation to a certain informatio al need (chapteilV).

0
em, invOlving the specific choiceof information
A

4) A WHERE-pro

source, inc uding the choice between routines and use of information out d normal media use and the transition from
initial-to continued attention (chapter'VI).
Figure 1 sums up the results of the paper. The.purpose of the fi-

gure is to give the readeerridea of the structure of the total
model Before we go into ,details with individual. problems:

There,,,.

.will be no discussion or analysis in this section, only a presentation of the main structure of the theory:'

Fgurp 1 shows that for every frelevanWobject of communication
there exists a combination of necessary knowledge (Kn) and actual
knowledge (Ka). The consumer has an infoimation need if Kn is
bigger than K
An important determinant of necessary knowledge
a
.

is the contuMer's evaluation of the importance of the product or
&epic in question. The need for information is characterised not
only by its size, but also by the topic it is related to. This is
the WHAT-problem.

Figure 1 shows further that the size of the informatiqp needand
the importance of the topic are independent variables in relation
to the dependent variable fn the HOW MUCH-problem.

ti is means

that the importance of the"topic (product) has its own direct effect as weljlas an indirect effec

^

through the size of the infor--

mation need.

Figure 1 also shows that the answer to the HOW MUCH-problem isfound not only in the importance of the topic, but also in the
consumer's general expectations regarding

possibility of
obtaining information, and the trouble of doing so (costs of information).
Finally, ftgure'r-shows that the latter variables are also imporr
tant to the WHERE-problem, even though:de now deal with specific

14

I
Figure 11.1.

Summary of the structure of the model.

Topic of communication

*relevant as
regards the
individual's
goals

9

1

Relevant as regards
individual's
goals
No information
need
Information 'need

The WHAT.:
problem

Probability f
satisfaction

The HOW-problem

of informa-;

The HOW
*- MUCH-problem

tion need

Gener

pectations

0

\<.
Choice of 'informat

Vie WHERE-probl m

- 12-

and not general expbctations.
Figur

1 is a brief summary only, but it does illustrate that the

WHAT-p obIem influences the HOW.MUCH-problem, and that the same
basic ,ariables (atdifferent levels of specification) influence
'

both t e HOW1 the HOW MUCH, and the WHERE - problems. This should.

be suf \icient illustration of the complexity of informatiod consumptic/1 behaviour, and perhaps tlso enough to explain why nobody

has trild to describe or explain the relations between the dimensions of the use of information., The model dOes not solve this,

A

problem,\but it opens up for empiric research on the sub)ec,.
t

4,y 7. Method logidal'questions
The model)focuses on the problems of, the infOrmation receiver%

1)

The,appXoach is not e.g. a psychological or an economic one, but
'a combined use of individual, sociological, and ecodomic variables.

An important purpoe7of the paper is to explore the possibilities,
of finding Useful, general structures, which can then junc,tiOnas

a

general background for more detailed work in relation to. speci-

fic areas of interest. This purpOse leads to a rather abstract
modei. Hopefully, it will pay off in a better and more homogeneous design and interpretation of studies.of specific areas.
Today there seems to be too much empirical'reSearch,and too little
theoretical research in the field of infiFmation use studies.
Valuable empirical research demands a 'theory or model to start

from. This need,is the inspiration for this paper, which as men-

"tioned before:is purely theoretical. The model is,,howeVer, also.
,rooted in empirical research'resultt. Thete is a general basis
,of research in mass communication behind the theory of information need, together with a numbertof empirical intrestigations. 2)

The same is more or 44s true as regards the other empirical
problems. Besides,references.are continuously made to empirical
research results, which.suppdft different elements in the model.
1) Such a theory is of course also a prerequtV.te of solving the prObleme of
the information producer.

-

2) .Sepsttuo /973.

16

A

9a

13 '

;".

1.

'A difficult problem is how conscious the consumer is of the different pro,casSes described in the model. When e.g. the consumer

Chooses an. information source, his choice is supposed to be detoilriiMed i.a:,by the costs /trouble connected,with the use of in-.
formatiOil. Is this cost evaluation conscious, subconscious, or

unconselou$?:-And What is to be understood by these terms?
.0

There,isdo knowledge,that can justify hypotheses about the level

of consciousness, but it turn out that it does not lead to any
obvious changes cif. the model' - or its practical consequences - to
change the, assumptions about,the level of consciousness. Thee.
fore, the,eethodoidgical'approach has been not to decide on the
level.of conscioukiess. If the processes take place at an unconsciousness level we assume that the unconsciousness functions

&accordance with'the goals of.the individual: The following
chapters are based'onthe assumption that the behaviour turns
out as if:the described"processes take place whether,actual con-

siderations takeplace or not.
,

14
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III. The WHAT-problem: on what topics does the conSUmer?;*t:
information, and how much?

...?

:

-.

.

.

,

.

fil this chapter we shall try to,explain when the oonsumer:Wtli
be interested in information,' which - accorditgrto chapteri I1.. 1.

and 11.2. '- is a prerequisite
.

the establishment of domMutiCa-

.

-

tion processes. The chapter only deals with the need, for` infoyma-

,

tion: The conditions for the fUlfilment of the need are treated
in
I
vI.
.
.

.

,

lt,
it

1. First necessary condition: relevant topic-

The theoretical assumptions in-iI.Cand 11.2. imply that the:
consumer Will not seek (active, initial and continued, attention),
informAtion on topics that are not considered relevant (Oroducti%!
news that the consumer is not interested'in).,The consumer may

,

get in touch with information on irrelevant topics through, passive,
initial attention, but normally there is only little probability

a

that it will lead to continued infOrMation.
.

.

.

This me, ans that if a person considers a topic irrelevant, it is,
vdry'Adifficult to 'reach such a person by mass' communication on

t4W

ject It is, howeyer, not totally impossible. ConsumiotiOn

of4 dimation concerning an irrelevant topic may lake place as a
consequpece, of passive, initial attention. The possibility oC
this is greater the more direct instrumental Oformation and the
- 1)
less cost,
the consumer expects as a-consequence of the cony ,:,
r
tinued atteRtion. 2 The main consclusio4 of the stipulationi in
chapter II th
is that the consumer is only interested in
)

I

it formation dealing with a relevant topic (e.g. proact'or pro,"
duct characteristic). Me
thus idatified a necessary condition of consumption of i formation.
.

.

(

%

/
'ItQ.s important to note that "toile is gclta broadcateg4.y.A
topic may be relevant (wanted), but this is not enough.to ensureconsumption of informs ion. ,It is also necessary to cotmunicate
About the relevant,fej
tures of the topic.
'''''
j6,

1) See VI.5.

''''..
.

2) Ifa _4a' m_Luft

O

.

.

'

or

tries to attract those not interested by adding direct
ihstrumantal iufornhtion, he will often irritate those interested in the
topic.

.

4-

!

.

I.
..
,,,

,

\
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2. Second necessary condition: perceived information need

The question to be answered in this section is whether all relevant-topics arse equal as regards the consumer's interest in in-

formation. The consumer is e.g. interested in sports, food prices,

ors, or in new boots° for his children. Will he consume information abbut all of ehese topics?
Common sense tells us that a consumer would like to know mors
about
some topics, and feels that he knows enough about others.
- .......
The same

on sense (and the stipulations in chapter II) tell

us that it is a

important .(so important'that we call it

necessar!) prereq

site of consumption of inditect instrumental
.:information that the ndividual needs the information, which
beans that be wants to know more:
.

In

er to, describe this second condition w use the concept of

perceived information need. The term erc ved indicates that in.
rmation need is a subjective conce
the contents of which
,

may
info

ery well differ fzom %/at various groups willcall objective
ion needs.
.

The concept and func
.

-

of information need can be derived al-

most solely from common s
concept less' important. The

se. This, howeveakdoes;not make the
isting literature tries t&estab-

lish a direct relAionship bet,. n means (use pf mecjia) and
goals. The use of the intervening Variable information need (and
relevance) makes it possible to rehcb%a better understanding of
the relationship. It might even be assumed that the attempt to
establish ta direct relation betWeen media use and other needs

than information needs has been an important reason for the lack
of development in the understanding.of the use ot the mass media.
Ciie cannot solely explain the reading of newspaper'It, pr an ar-

ticle in this newspaRer by specific non-informational needs, or

explain why a housewife goesIhroughchildren's wear advertisements or visits retail outlets solely by the need for clothes for
her children.

2.1. On information ,needs

.

The empirical background for this section ds a series of studies
reported in Sepstrup 1973. The findings are not to be,repeated

,

{.

here. It shouldIA'mentione4:however, that it was found out

6

2

that 'Elie pain reason why it is so difficult tq make empirical

inve4igatiOnsion comsuml4ion of information is that typically
.

the inforniation needs are not associated with relevant topics,

0

but with specific dimensions ofIthe topic, and that there are
almost
ense cost and value interrelationships.
,

el

Therefore, at the beginning, we must be satisfied with reliable,
s

'but7dimple models of tile complicated reality.
J

.,

A need may ,generalfbe understood as a difference be5ween the

v.

'''

.way things are ana-the way the indivpual would like them tobe.
Iln order to determine and measure the
ngept of information need
we must therefore find out what constitutes the actual and the
Wanted situation. The actual situation is described through the

s

vbriable4i3erceived actual knowledge ,(!a), defined as the know-

ledge the consumer thinks he possesses-in relation to a certain

4.'

topic%(or dimension of a2topic).

The,Wanted pituation is described through the variable perceived,
necessary knowledge (K.), defined as the knowledge the consumei
feels is necessary in order to be able`to act/decide/feel secure/
.satisfied, etc. in relation to a certain topic.
If K

a

is lailer.or as large as K

n-

there is no information need.

If K

is smaller than K n there is a need for information. The
, a
_larger the difference between Ka and Ka, the larger the need for
information. Consumptionfof information cannot only reduce, but
also increase a need for information.
b

.

Research on measurement of subjective info&ation need has been
scarce. The operationalizations of perceived..risk 1) are much more
complicated than those of subjective information need as defined

here. Field research 2) indicates that very simple methods give'
C

reliable and, valid results..

ti

.

The basic'theory presented here will, hopefully, be extended by
.

determinants of K a and K n

.

For the time being, we shall only

1) See Cox 1967.
2) See Sepstrup 1.972.

r
J.

20
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hypothe s ise

14

that one variable plays a role, namely the perceived

0

importance of the topac,i) Which deteimines Kn. The deferminAhts
of thepercelred' importance depends on the topic,_ Possible de-

°

termli ants are experience, intexests,use of4infOrmation,- income
and age.
's

We,have now identified two necessary conditions to be fulfilled
if the individual is toreoeive (consume) information..-If is noteworthy that the twb prerequisites are no
fulfilled in many mass
.

.

,

.

communication situations, such as news flowCpubLic information,
/

.

.

or advertising. Furthermore, most of the literature on 'thinmilni1

'

A

,/
cation and information mhagement is devoted to an attempt to
4
find ways to suspend thetWo nedessary co,nditione(Without ptating i'-,
the problem explicitly, of course).
.

?,.

,

4

'

1,

The attempts in practi6e'to work against the basic rules Are the
cause of mSch sof theicriticism of many kinds of mass communication.
4

The model establishes a platform for a new pradtice in better,'
accordance with ommon and indiiidual interests.

e,--"s-

fr

1)

Sepstrup 1973.

2i

a

,
''

, st

- 1 8e-

.

O

.

IV. The HOW-problem: proceduies for need satisfaction

-

This bhiplIef forms an important background for the next two olplap-_

ters and widens the understanding of information pOpauMPtion 4

.

thr ugh an eXnnsici*,of the frame of reference as regards pro-

t

ce

res 'for satisfaotion of information needs.

,

4:'

It is an important element in the total model that there ars,
three main.procedures,for acquisition of information.
4

As mentioned in 11.4., the consumer is assumed to haVea. normal

or routine consumption bf media This normal use o£ media is
fined as regular use of4te. same 'media` and is not 'motivated- by a
.

a-

spdcific need. The norgal use of media covers, a need for direct

instrumental information (4 gives pleaeure during the'momdni of-2
111

consumption) and It is composed of media: which, according te-ex-

perience, on theaverage'satisfies different needs ;of informa-'
tion (what is on tv, super - market bargains; city - council decisions,

the knowredge that nothing dangerou/' has happened in the,world).

These needs cannot be specified beforehand, but generally,we:
know ffley will be there. TWeir4satisfactfOn depends on indirect
cfr

instrumdntal information.

.

,

This normal media use leads to passive, initial attention towards-

ct

a lot of topics (the consumer sits down with his daily newspaper

7

after work, and whi1e relaxing he also registers that this is:an
advertiiement for product A, this is an article on baking, `this
on Christmas habits, etc.). This Way of getting n contact with
- ,
information is the first main propeduve for,acouisitfc0 of- infor-

mation, if the initial attention rs.followed by continued atention 4sg. reading part's.or all of the laavertisement/articAe),1

We may call this Procedure passive attention due to normal media;
use, and assume that the consume' primarily seeks to satisfy his
information needs this way. In doing ,o, the consumer makes the
most of the cost relations and information-value relations. There
are no figures to suppo,t this hypothesis directly,, but to the
A
author it is an important conclupion from fheAtotality of reg4strations on reading hab ts, infrmation habits, media habits,
r'
and leisure habits., 1)
o
-

1) A parallel assimption is brief

0

mentioned in Bawd and She

1969, fr. 16.e.'

22
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The second maim procedure 4or acquisition of.Aniormation As active,
initial and continued_ attention (information seeking) 'towards a
specific topic inside normal media use. (The consumer--is-- interest-

ed in information,on colour7tv and looks for advertisements in
his daily paper, but does not buy a consumer jourilal or go to

retail outlet). We may call this procedure adtive attention due
to normal media use, and assume that this is the most used way
of information acquisition next to passive attention due to normal
media use.

.

It may be imposdible in empirical' research to separre the two
procedures - cf the joint treatment in the frame of reference add.
.

.

the next chapter - but the difference is important, when we want

to understand how people solve the problem of being informed
The third, and less.used, maimoroceduiC for acquisitied of information is active, initial and continuous attention outside

V

normal media use In relation to a specific topic (going to a shop
to ask for a brochure, phoning a consumer Council for advide).

Normaly thid implies higher cOls:hanthe two other procedures.
We ma

call this procedure adtive attention Outside normal-media

use.

/1
Informatic4n consumption behaviour does not necessarily escalate

from the first to the third procedure. It may begin or end with
04

each of the procedures.
Prin'cipally, there is a fourth main procedure for acquisition of

inforMation, namely passive, initial (followed by continued) attention outside normal media use. This\N-meAs that the consumer

is incidentally exposeeto an information source, because'of

some other kind of behaviour - (waiting at thedentist's or

0

driving, home and as a consequenceof this being exposed to infor-No.

)/ oration like a magazine in the_ aiting room or billboards along
the road). The costs ofinformation in such cases are'rather low.
Whether the consumer tries to satisfy his needs for information

inside or outsideAormal media use depends on his demands and
expectations towaids&information value and costs compared with
the size.of the information need_ and the importance of-the

23
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tonic.

1)

The information need also explainA whether passive or

active attention...is used in normal media use. The more ImpOrtant

the topic and the bigger the need for infOrmation,,the more likely is active._atteption.

e

1

o

1) See chapter VI..1-

-

2) This opens up for an alternative explanation pf the many empirical re-,
salts, -which are normally explained as a result of selective processes,
see e.g. Klepper 1963.

2

tti

?

V. Given a need for informatilli to what extent ts it satisfied?
"Chapter III took up the so-v called WHAT-problem. We found that

every consumer in relation to any topic will. be in one of three

situations: 1) the topic is irrelevant, or.2) the topid is relevant and a) Ka is bigger or equal to Kn, whtch! means thq. the
consumer has no need for information, or b) ,Ka is smaller than Kn,

which means that the consumer has a need for information. We also
saw that consumption Of information is almost out ,of the question

in the fipt two situations.
Chapter IV desorib0 the possible proiedu'res for acquisition of
informatimi. Four variables were iderlfified ass important for need
satisfaotion.
/

In this chapter we shalL construct a model which tells us to what
degree a need for information will be satisfied. The model must
tell'about the individual's motives, pOssibilities, and restric-,
,tionswhen it comes to consumption of information.
2

1. Basic elements of the model
Our starting pk[nt Zi; a consumer who has a need, for information

' (he wants to lAy'a tv-set, but feels that he knows less than
necessary on design, quality, and prices). What determines tile

extent to which this need is satisfied?
The first determinant to be mentioned is the costs of information.

This-variable is analysed more closely in chapter VI\ Suffice it
here to say that information coats are the difficulties or the
efforts related to the Use of an information source like time,
money, and various inconveniences.
Information, costs are the most important limiting factor of donsumption of information.1),The
assumes that the consitmer
acquires information (rela
e to a certain topic) as to /as it
seems worth while. The consumer behaves'as' if the4difficulties

(costa) and the importance of the topic are balanced against each

other (moreetime for seeking information on pricesjs acceptable
1) The concept of information cost is often used implicitly in4he literature.
Direct use of thc omx:ept is rare, but is found in e.g. Sdumum 1954, Farley 1964, Downs 1961, Lanzetta and Kaneteff 1962, Pruite1957, Green 1966,
Irwin and Schmidt 1957, Bucklin 1965, Bydklin 1966, Lumaiexg and Hates:
1968, and Atkin 1973.

-'
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A

4

,

A,

,

1

for a family in the lower income brackets than in the higher in-

come brackets; information on social security justifies much pore

effort than does the buying of all& record). Thebehaviour nor-'
mally dpesvot lead.to obj %ctive optimal decisions. The consumer

is ndt an "economic man". He reaatkt4 reality as perceived by
0

0

4

.

him.
-,

.._.

tr,

("/

.

-

,

.

o
.

7

.

.

The m- odel' further.assumes that the maximum cost is not only de...

)

,1

*ermined by the importaiace-pf,t% hb topic,' but alsit o by the expected

Possibility of acquiring the irormation wanted. (The consumer may
mine reliable information on the durability of tv-sets and he may
-

.,

.

Ind this purchase an important topic. But if he expects that it
isei/ery di/I-fault to find this iforffiation, he"will only accept

.

,

:rather small costs of trying).,The probability of finding the in*

formation wanted'is2a: deteVnant of"the cost the consumer is
willing to accept. Thisphenomenon,is incorpokated in th". model
thrOugh-cthe variable expected amount of4information, which is de-'
fined as the, Portion of the need fOr information the consumer ex.4
pects in order to. be atisfied: "Expects." is a generar evaluation

EN,

.

baged bn the consumer's exPeriences. The term "expect" does nei,
.

her heke norlinywhere else illy anything about the level of oon-

,,,,

,:.

-....

pciousnessof theeprocees.
V,

.

e assumptions statsd of course hdld true of all sizes of in.

formation need, but. besides the model also assumes that the size
*.

of the need for information is a determinant for the amount of
,;,e

inforglion consumed. In the model thlp,phenome
/

follows: the-larger thedbed for information,

40

l';',_

1,

n is

Adted

igher

bability of consumptiop of informaation, other thirigs

as '

,

e pro -.'

eing equal.

(If the consumer plans'his holidays,' thinking that he

nOwfthe

-prices of charter flightstto Spain, 'but knows-little pf the

prices for renting
Ito information on the

°use-at th
tter issU ).

ast, he will give priority
i

,.-P.

e,41.

..

,

..

t-

Xt is important to note that expectedamount
of informetionin
...
many cases is only part of-the expected utility of information
_
consumption. Other expected gratifications ma
nfluence the use
of infortation. This gives rige.to informa on value and
f r:1W
tion cost inierrelations, which may bg.:atileto explcin beha
i% 'our
that cannot be thiderstoo4:solely-from the assumptipns made here.
Such gratifications are,not tagbn into account here, but, i( t is

important to Integrate them in the tOeory, whin it is further

44
4
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developed.

.

Five variables'have now been identiiieds important deteiminants
.

of the consumption of information:

1)

1)

informa-

the size of

tion need, 2) the importance-of the topic, 3) expected amount of

4) expected amount ofnor-

information inside normal Media use

mation outside normal media use, and 5) expected costs of the

perceived information sources (theverious relevant sources known
to the,..consumer, which form the background for the expected amount
of information).

.-

e,

/

Unfortunately, the exact formulation of the dependent variable 194._
the model is rather difficult. The ideal is a variable expressing
"
the-amount of information consumed. This is, however, impossible
.

.

-.

because of the lack of a usable concept, expressing amount4Of in-

formaton in.thie sense. Another possibility is amount?of infor-.

matIones defined here. This has been tiiediwithout success:
In the search for a definition of the dependent variable the onry
realistic possibility to be found has been the probability of in..

formation consumption in relation to a certain need for information,
P(C)2). The consumer does nbt'himself think in term of P(C), but
.

he can be brought to express expectations thatere close to our
understanding of p(c).

Figure V.1. illustrates the model (on the how much-pronlem) as
developed until now.

Other variables,thari the five regieteied in the figure ma0influence P(C)., but it is. hypothesised that they are the most im-

portant deterMinants, explaining most of the variations-in P(C).

Howthenu do these variables influence the consumption of information? Answers cannot be given in detail. Things are too complicated, and we know too little. What we can hope for is some main.,-

structure to help us understands and predict the consumption and

predict the consumption of information in broad outline.
The model describes the main structure in the relationshi
,

-

1) Cf also chapter' IV.

r2)

.

-.1

P=prsinability,C--constrption.
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Figure V.1. Graphic illustration of the first v4tion of
the model
The importance of

The size of the
information need

the ,topic

Expected amount of
information outside
normal media use

P (C)

Expected amount of
infOrdatiOn inside
normal med a use

Expected costs of
perceived information sources

P(C) and the independent variables in the following manner:

P(C): f(d.x2 + bc, + c!1 + dx3 + e*P- + f-x5 + gx5), where
x4

A4

'xi = the importance of the topic; x2 = the size of the need; x3 =
expected amount of information inside normal media use; x4 = 'ex-

'pected Costs of perceived information sources, and x5 = expected
amount of information outside normal media use.

The equation is only a tool of communication. It is not possible
to measure the independent variables, and by use of the equation
to determine P(C). The main reasons for this are scaling problems
and the lack of knowledge about the coefficients (the relative
strength of the variables). The equation is,'however, not use'

less. It indicates, the direction of the relationship between the

pendent and independent variables, and we learn that not only
the variables themselves but also certain relatiohs between the
.

variables are important.

Aj

40kTo put it in a. different way, we assume that the probability of
consumption of information in relation to a certain information
need is higher, the greater the size of the information need is
- the more important the topic is - the better thejrelition between the importance of the subject and the costs is - the greater
the expectations of-amount of information are - and the better
the relations are between expected amounts of information and the
costs.

- 25-

4

2. Fgkther model construction
/

/i.

''

.

t

It is obvious that the model needs further developing and im0,

4.

.

provement for several purposes. For the purpose of both under-

..

standing and empirical analysis we need to identify the factors

determining the value of the independent Variables. These inde.

.

pendent variables are broad categories, and for practical purposes it is important to identify relevant easier-to-measure,
easier -to- understand, and easier-to-operate-on variables. Also,

should be very interesting to find out where the'often'used
ocio-economic data fit in.

Sits

The reader will recall that the purpose of this paper is to suggett a broad theory. Therefoje a result like the following cannot
be incorporated in the model: "the number of working-hours have
a limited effect on the reading of books and magazines, and (fqr
females only) on the 'reading of newspapers - whereas an effect of
this kind cannot be found when it cafes to consumption of tv".11.

Instead, this finding is used to §upport an element in the model
stating that "leisure time is a determinant of consumption of
information". This statement then,has to be specified according,
to different purposes.
In the following sections the five independent variables listed
in figure V.L. are treated as dependent variables, the purpose
being to identify the variables they depend on.

2.1. The importance of the topic
.

The meaning of this variable has to be determined from case to
case. Therefore it is not.meaningful to talk about generalwdeterminants of this variable. We can formulate hypotheses on fac7
tors determining the importance only when knowing tie 'topic: does
the consumer risk much ec6nomically; is the product important in
a social sense:, is there a physical risk, and so on.

The "extended" model is illustrated in figure V.2.

2.2. The, size of the need

The extension of the model in relation to this variable illu1) See Augedal 1970.

29
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Figure V./. Graphic illustration of the extension of the model:
the importance of the topic.

E.g.: economy;
social prestige,
physical risk

The impOrtance
of the topic

o

E.g.:, experience, use of information, interests

strates the interaction between t'he main dimenSions in informa-

tion consumption behaviour, as this extension is identical with
the model developed in chapter III on information need. The exN
tension is illustrated in figure V.3,
.

I
.

),

r

Figure V.3. Graphic illustration of the extension of the model:
the size of the,need-

ti

E.g.: interest, experience, use of iniormation

A comparison between figure V.2. and V.3. shows that the import-'
ance of the topic has twos fupctions. It may seem strange, but
is just one of many indicator8 of the complexity of the problems
1)
AY
dealt with.

2.3. Expected amount ofisformation in normal media,use
,.The extension of the model in relation to this variable is il1W1) An

lanation is,locinplikunx$ but of acc;bsse possible.

-27-

strated in figure V.4.

Probably many factors influence the expected amount of information.
At the present stage of knowledge they cannot all be listed.
..0

Therefor; the model is first extended through broad explanatory
categories of variables (independent variables in relation to ex-4

pected amount of information, tee the third row in figure V.4.).
Thereafter examples are given of facfOrs influencing these categories of variables (row four in figure V.5.). In order to

4

prevent the reader from conceiving,the theory as being more

precise, than it is, the relations between thetWoeets of independent variables'are not specified.
Expected amount of information is defined as the portion of the
need for information which the consumer expects to be able to
satisfy. This expectation is a general evaluation based on the
consumer's experiences with the supply of'informatiOn.
Even though it may be close to a tautology, these experiences
must be included as an explanatory factor. This is done through
the variable "experiences with information value".
The concept of information value will be further discussed in
chapter VI hs an important determinant in the choice of informa-,
,tion source. The variable is a measure of `the consumer's e4pec-

-tation of changes in Ka due to use pf an information source. The
model assumes almost self- evidently that experiences with this

information value will influence the expected amount of informtion.

(The" consumer has,an experienalLith several sources of

information, which he uses when buying e.. food.

His eyalua.:

tiondof the chances of satisfying a pew information need of
_course depend on this experience).
0

The next independent variable to be introduced is self-evident,
too, namely, "total consumption of information". The greater the

total consumption, the higher the expected amount of information
is, expected information, value being equal. (A consumer wanting
a dress has better chances of satisfying her need for informa-

tionon fashion if she reads several magazines and newspapers,
thah if she just reads the local paper).

31
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B

Other factdrs than experience with information value may also

'

modify the relatiorship between total consumption of information
and expected amoun!t of information. The model stresses two main

(""

factors. The first factor is :th

distribution of total consump-

tion of information on direct and indirect .instrumental consump-

tion and between media with diffe ent degrees of heterogeneity'
as.regards content".
r

ariables),gives (cf
A coAbination of the two fgt)ors
V.4.) four types of informationvOnsumption. A consumer laving a

,

relatively large consumption oerinformation of type 1 (he e.g.
,01

reads much fiction) wili,be lowon expected amount of information
inside normal,media:use. The higher proportions thi&'types 2, 3,
And 4 (in this order) compose of the totalconsdmption of infermation, the higher the expected amount of information will be.e other main factor is:Called,the character of information con-

gumption. Of opurse this character has many dimensions (which can
t

be used in further extensions of the model). In the nodel'relief
is given to two characteristics. One is the distribution of the
total con dmption on concrete media (and thereby topics). The
second i 47suitability of the consumption situation. "Suitable"

means suitable for, continued attention and active attention. The

suitability varies according to whether a,neWspaper is read when
going home from work, at home'Whiie the children are playing
around, or late at night when the house is silent.

At a general leyel it is not possible to specify the role of the
charasterof the econsumptione /n'conci'eie situations, however,

'

is possible to ana4yse the distribution on topicsrand the
suitability of the consumption situation and from this to draw
conclusions on the expectations about amount of information.

The above is not a detailed description of reality, of course. It
is W proposal meant to bring about impertarit dimensions of,analy-

sis and thinking in order to evaluate the probability of infor'mation consumptiOn.

As already mentioned, the model could be more detailedat the
present level. However, this is outside the scope of this paper

and is to be left for another paper orwraetical situation. Here
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.

we shall concentrate an a furthet extension in our search for

.

exdmples on variables which .can be supposed to influence the main
variables listed. They tare 1) experigpce with iKformationvalue0

-2)-the total consumption of information, 3) the distributOn of

.1

the total consumption on. direct apd indirect consumption and on

'media with different'degre4 of content heterogeneity, and 4)
the-character of the consumptidr; situation As exemplified by the

'distribution on media (topicsCand the "suitability".

An extension of theodel as regards information value is found
in chapter VI. Therefore we can here foxis on examples of variabbcs, which can, be hypothesised to'determine.or indiVlte the

'

variablee 2, 3, and 4.

Probably, the number of such variables is large and.th it inter-

,

action very complex. Therefore only four variables of the kind
sought are found in figure V.4. Supposedly, theyare_good examples, In concrete situations it is necessary to think over
whether it is possible from the examples to identify more or
better factors to work with
In brief, the variables in row four' in figure V./4. can,be commented upon as follows:
-

.

7

Length of leisure time:

1)

The period when the bonsumgr does'not

sleepor work. The total consumption of information is supposed
?- other factors being equal - to be proportional. with the length

of leisure time: PiesuMabll, length of leisure:time also deter4

mines the distribution of informati$n consumption. The amount of
indirect instrumental consumption e:g. grows with the length of
leisure time. (The more leisure time the-consumer has, the less
he needs to relax and "escape" and*the more time he has' for

A

different interests causing information needs).,
Other activities:

2)

This vtriable refers to activities other than

media consumption in the leisure:tiMe, be they either enforced or
1) Illustrations of the relationship between use of mass media and length of.
leisure time are e.g., found in Augedal 1970, Kleberg 1972, and Munk 19:76._
.
V
.
,... . '
2 The relationship betkeen other activities and use of is media is e..
illustrated in Allart et al. 1958. See also' Augedal 1970 and Wi)aninn'1g974.
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voluntary. The variable is important, but its role canndt be
specified-in general because of its strong depende ce on the
concrete situation.
.

,

)

Enforced activities will no

ally reduce the consumption of in-

II

formation and lead to a grow ng share,of direct.instrumental

information. The influence of potential activities (carried out
because they are attractive) can only be specified if we specify
the activity. If it leads to increased use of information, it
,

.

..

will normally lead to,a growing share of indirect information.")
.

....

Tiredness in the 'leisure time: Obviously,-the total consumption
of information depends on ho;.; tired the consumer is in his leisure

,time, but it is doubtful whether general relationwttan be spec
ified. If, however, the medium is specified, such relations can
....

be formulated. Tired people e.g.' have a relatively high
tion of tv.- It is hypothesised that tiredness leads to

nsump-'
growing

share of direct instrumental information.
Access to:4media: Normally, access to media means physical and
economic access. In this connection, we would Aecommend to be
1

. 'aware of a social dimension of access, too. Social access then is

a variable which informs us which media are acceptable and normal
in the consumer's social relations.
0,
;

It is self-evident that access to media 1st closely connected with

the total cdAsumption and its distributionY A specification is
only possible in actual situations.
Individual characteristics: Figure V.A. also has-a box nahled " in'

dividual characteristics". This is a black-box, meaning that
psychological factors are supposed to influence the expected a,.

mount of information, but this influence will not be described
here. For one thing in order, to draw certain limitations, and for

another because considerable space has been devoted to psychological variables in traditional communication literature.
The extension of the model is graphically illustrated in figure
V.40

1) See e.g.. Augedal 1970 1r Edelstein 1974.

.
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Figure V.4.. Graphic illustration of the extension of the model.
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2.4. Expected costs of perceivelfildormation sources,
Expedted costs of perceived information sources are based on tile

consumer's experience with costs of information,,which are-based
on the expected costs of specific sources.
model is identical with the model'-on the

i)

An extension of the

informataCpst

variable presented in the next chapter on choice of information
source.

The extension of themoddl is graphically illustrated infigure
V.5.
a

1) Cf the parallel assumption as regards expected amount of information.

A
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Figure V.5.

Graphic illustration of the exten sion of the,model:
expected costs of perceived information sources.
'
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2.5. Expected amount of information outside normal

dia use

The extension of the model as regards expected amount.of infor-

mation outside normal media use is not parallel to that of section
.2.3. because by definition' it ienot a normal, regular use, but a
use which can be altered in the very short run.
4

Therefore the predominant determinant of the expected amount of
c

information outside normal media use Is the consumer's experibnce

with information value outside normal'media use, cf section2.3.
It is also obvious that both physical and social access to media
must be important determinants. However, their role can be specified only in concrete situations. Like in section 2.3. individual
characteristics are considered a black box.

o

Total information use, its distribution and character can be seen
as determinants pf expected amount of4information inside normal
Media use because these variables are'upchanged in the short run,,
and their vatue is not dependent on immediate wants for informa-.
i

tion. The opposite is true asAegards consumption of information
outside:normal media use.

model is'onot possibld'at
Therefore any further extension ofi t e model
the present time. The "extension" of the model is gi.aphilcally
-

illustrated in figure V.6.
4

3. Socio= economic Variables

certain:relationships between'
Much empirical research sh
several socio-economic varia les and consumption of informa-

?
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Graphic illustration of the extensiod of the mod41:
expected amqunt of information outside normal media
use.'

Expected amount
of information
outside normal
media

Experiences'
with information value

Expected information
value of specific
sources outside normal media use (confer
section VI.2.)

1 Accessito media

IIndividual
chai.acteristics

tion.

1)

The results have often been achieved

a very meflianic.

way, and they are not unambiguous. Furthl2More, socio-economic
variables are registeked in many situations. It is, therefore,
worthwhile to try to understand, the supposed relations between

especially ude of information and income, education, urbanisation,
and often age.
1

This chapter has demonstrated that it is possible to construct a
model of consumption of information without involving socioeconomic variables, not on purpose, but becaude they do not
possess any explanatory power that calls for a central position
in the model.
1,Th

This seeming discrepancylpetween many empirical research'fihdings
and this model can, however, be explainedby the modert. the socioeconomic variables do not themselves determine a consumpticin of
information. The variableg do not explain the consumption of in- 1.2

formation (cf the fact that the results often differ in different
investigations). The real explanations (determinants) are made up

by the type of variables exemplified in this model: The correla.

1) Examples of this research are e.g. found in Arndt 1972, Bennett andrMantli
1969, Berning and Jacoby 1974, Block 1972, Bucklin 1966, Chaffee and
McLeod 1973, Siaelin and Newman 1972, Thorelli 1971, Sepstrup 1976. A
catplete review up to 1971 is found in Sepstrup 1971,.
.
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Figure V.7.

Graphic illustration of the**mode1 onP (C).
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tion between consumption of information and socio- economic

variables is found because these variables.to a certain degree
correlate with the aspects of the consumer's situation, which in
the model are considered the real explanatory variables.

Therefore, from a theoretical point of view, the model wilnot
be improved if we insert the socio-economic variables in it. The
practical value depends on how well the socio-economic variables
correlate

with the explanatory variables. To establish this is

hone of the many projects suggested by the modej.

Also e.g. sex has been demonstrated to determine the consumption
of e.g. newsoapers and maaazines.

1)

The reporting (and especially

understanding) of such results has often involved a touch of
female inferiority, which can now be set aside as the model here

tells that differences in the use of media is noedue to sex itself, but to the sex-related conditions. Mere are many,other
results where we can now move from description to understanding.
Figure V.7. summarizes graphically the model(s) proposed in this
chapter.

1) See e.g. Augedal 1970, Pompon 1970, Dansk Media Index 1976.

A
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VI. CHOICE OF SOURCE OF INFORMATION

,
..

,.

r'

In this chapter we shall build up a theory which tells us Where
the consdirter.acqpires information. Thiq purpose includes three

-

'

questions: 1)'what determines whether initial attention is followed by continued attention or not, 2) what determines-whether Choe,..,

consumption of information takes Illace inside or outside normal

Ag.

media use, and - most important for practical decisions - 3),,,.
what determines (inside or outside normal media use) the choice
of specifitc sources of information.
./''

%

.

The chapter also.seive4s as apelabor.ion*.of chapter V as regards
the variables information cyst and information valuq.
0

,.

Tema like "chcrioe of inforpatiodsource".dr ndeocision": do' not

imply any assumptions about the level of cdnsciouSniss. What, we
.

.
..11

scribed

mean is that the consumer behaves as if the peocesses
0.

take Place.

Fir

,

.

:

.41

ow.

.

The'fkrgt three sections deal,Xth the above-mentioned
three
.

*

,

-

quesions and the.last two with the variables information value
and information cost, which 'are found to play an important role.

.4.

.

1. From initial to continued attention
0

.

Assuming that the consumer

4

..

.

/
as been brougyt to initial attention
.

to information (an advertisement, an article., a tv-prograTme.'a

window display), what are the conditions\of continued attention? Normally,fthis process 1,s not considered atc>a-clr74 information

f-

aig

most consumption, of information geiginates from

source

passive attention inside normal media use _(see chapter IV).b The

change frotinitial to continued lttent gn thereforh is a very
4,

important way of choosing information s

r es. Th9 consumer sits

down, *reading his daily paper,,he re is

rs the presence of siape

nd of information (his attention

daught by the illustration

of an advertisement for a new book) and has to decide whether or
not his attention shall conelnue (i.e. use the source, consume:
. the information,concentrate on further stimuli).

Chapter III said that the first necessary conition f continued
attention is that initial attention gives the consumer the
Its

Ibi

'

'

6
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pression that the_informationif relevant (the consumer wants the

product,is interested in-h(Middle-East situation).
,

This, however, is a necgssasy but-insufficient condition. The
consumer's fesources are limited (e.g. time) and hoz) cannot pay

attention to all kinds of

A§P.,nt information. What then -.besides

relevance - determines whether the consumer will continue his
'contact with the information source?
The problem is characteriied by a consumer havin

a need for in-

formation, an'idea about the impoftance of the t sic to which the
need relates, and the possibility of -acquiring information if he
accepts a 'certain inconvenience or effort (cost), which he per'

ceives as rather'realistic, because he is very .close to the

source of information. In this situation.we assume that the consumer behaves as if he considers two 'factors. :
The first factor is a balancing of the expected cost x and the

'needy in relation to the topic z.

(Is it worth the.time and kir_
tellectual effort to go through a supermarket advertisement to
find 'a bargain for tomorrow's dinner?).
The second factor is a balancing of the expected cost and the
expected valup of information. 1) The relevance of this second

440:40,

factor is due, to the fact that the cost of reading an'advertiswment or newspaper article dr a, leaflet in the .mail may be accept -

able concerning the need of information and the importance of
the subject, abut not concerning the expectedtinformation value,

,e.g. because the consumer t000ften has experienced that he

'

/

learns nothing. from.adverqsements for certain goods.
We may then conclude that if,the initial attention makes the con-

,

--sumer suppose that the information is relevant, then the probability of continued attention depends on thevoimportance of the

'

topic and thesize of the need for information, seen in relation
to the expected costs of informatton.and the relationship between

_

expeCted value of information and expected costs of information.
The probability is higher the better these relations are.
4.
*

1) The term value of information was introduced in V.2.3., and will be furthA
defined and analysed in section 4 of this chapter.

.41
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Presumably, t1e described processes are so interrelated (and

-lb

often unconscious) that the consumer cannot describe them. However, this does not wan that. the fiode)1 is without theoretical

or practical value.. If we want to understand or forecast infor%.

mation consumption behaviour, it brings us a step forward to
think, analyse, and (partly) measure in accordance with the models
proposed./
CS

2. Active attention inside or outside the normal use of media?

We assume that a general evation of the relationship between
value of information and information cost determines whethai the
use o£ information takes place insidb or out ;ide the normal use

,

of media. The alternative preferred has the highest value of
this relationship. The hypothesis is very logical, but perhaps
not so important. It is even possible. that- this step.in the choice

of source is non-existent, which means that the consumer chooses
direstly'betweem the individual. sources. Therefore this short
section may be more formal than iipportant.

3. Choice of 4specific source of information

If the consumer seeks information (active attention), how then
will he decide what information sourcesAo use?
In accordance with the above sections we assume that the consumer
behaves'as iAshe chooses the. source of information (or combination

of sources) that has the best relationship between expected value
of information and the corresponding expected cost of information
(as perceived by the consumer). 1) The level of consciousness may '
differ, and the consumer of course only chooses from amongthg
4&burces.known to him.
The basic ideas in a, model on the consumer's dhoice of information source, have now been presented in the above three sections.
1) This is of course a logical assumption. The ppbblem has only been dealt with
to a limited extent in the literatures Support for the hypothesis is found
in e.g. Farley 1964, Downs 1966, Irwfh and Smith 1956; Bucklin 1965, Bucklin
1964, Lundberg and Hultdn 1968 (all on information costs) and Farley 1964,
Gronhaug 1972, Sears and Freedman 1967, Theil 1967, Tipton 1970, and Westley
and Severin 1964 (all on information value).
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1)

Even though only basic.ideas are presented we have obtained a

more detailed and useful understanding than before as we have left

the acceptea.method.ofcombining media exposure and interest va2)

riables.
.

The variables "valtr of, information" and "cost of in7

formation" have app4ared to be extremely important. The building
of a theoretically acceptabie and useful model therefore demands
a further analysissof these variables.
-

4. Expected value of information
There is no overall treatment of the concept of information value

in the communication 14terature.3) IA this section we hall define
-information value and formulate hypotheses on the determinants of
the expected value of information as Perceived by the consumer in
relation efr a,specific information source.

4.1. What is information value?
The term "information value" is often used in literature, but
typically the concept is not defined,
broad to be Of any use.

4)

or, the definitions are too

4

5)

The most important reason for the uncertainty in the analysis of information value in-the communication literature is the mixing up of the value'of information as
such and the importance of the topic of the information. 6)

The approach in this paper makes it clear that the value of information and the,importance of the ,topic are independent of each

other and both separate, independent variables in relation to
choice of information source. Both variables are important, but,.
they should be kept separate.

1) Schram 1954, Sepstrup 1971, and Atkin 1973 have similar hypotheses on
selection of cannunication source, but their point of view lacks precision
and is not developed further than to a bladk-box level.
2) See most uses and gratifications studies.

3) Excluding the pagrmatical information theory (Shannon 1949, Miller 1953,
Schramm 1955)ehieh is of no use in a mass connunidation context.
4) See e.g. Cox 1967 pr Howard and Sheth 1969.
5) See e.g. Lundberg and Hulten 1968 or Westley and Barry., 1959.
6) See e.g. Stigler 1961, Farley 1964, and -Cox 1963.
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The construction in this paper.of an overall model on information
consumption makes it easier to:define the concept of information
value. The model proposed 4n 'the preceding chapters and ordinary
logic lead to a 'definition of the expected information value of

an information source as the change in actual knowledge (Ka) dUe

to the use of the sohrce(initial-and-contahued'attention). In.

formation changing a

owledge-to a higher" level than necess-

ary Wnowledge (Kn) is notreg

ded as .having any information

value. The perdeption of inform tion value is 'subjective. Expected

information value from the same

burce may vary with consumers of

different backgkounds. Note.that consumption of information does
not necessarily diminish information need. It may also increase
the need by influencing if or In.

4.2Hypoth2ses..2n d2terminants of information valueAccording to the model, the 6hoice of information source is de1

termined by expected valUe of information.and information
costs.
i

Expected value of information is deSined as expebted changes in
actual knowledge.
This seems relatively simple, 1"ut this may not be the case as far

as real/ty'is concerned:1) Therefore, and because we know too

little we shall cpncentrate Oneome basis assumptlons which can
1) help understand and predict the consumer's choice of source,
-

2) tell the sender how to choose the right media, -and 3) tell themedia how to increase their attraction to the consumer.

Itig not surpr

ing that expected value of information is

bAsicly seen as a fAction of three factors: relevance, credibility, and comprehensibility. The consequence of this is that the

consumer prefers a source of information that Carries a new
and useful (relevant) message which it is possible:to comprehend
and believe.

.

4

.

4.2.1.Exeected relevance
v444,

Expected relevance is a comprehensive concept covering several
related variables, which are important because they influence
A'

1) Among the caiplicating factors may be mentioned that K has at least two..
dimensionsgto whidhciumgesney refer, namely a quantiative dimension and
a qualitative one.
,
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the perception of the similarity between the content of the source
and the information needed.

o

_
.

.

At least two basic factors influence the eva \uation of the relevance. They are 1) the expectation that the source contains

information different from actual knowledge, and 2) expected predictive value of information. 1) /he higher these expectations.
are, the higher the value of relevance expected is, and consequently the va e of information. (The difference between 1) and 2)'
is illustjr
ated by a consumer who expects information qh
loudspeaker in advertisements in his local paper.to be different from

.

,

his actual knowledge (the first variable), whereas he expects the
a

predictive. value of information to'be low because he is interested in the sound an4 expects the information to be on the design).

a

?

Possibly, expected relevance alSo depends on who else the consumer
thinks will use the information.

A.2.2. Expected comprehensibilitx

V

Expected comprehensibility is a comprehensive concept'cdvering
several.related variablegl, which are important because they in-

fluence the consumer's possibilities of perceiving and handling
information. Among otherfactors we expect comprehensibility to
°

depend on expectations .ibout_the_ phrasing and presentation. 2)
/

4.2.3. Expected credibility3)
Expected credibility is a comprehensive concept covering several'
related variables, whichiare,imPortant because they determine
the consumer's perception of the objectivity of the information.
.

.

Several variables presUMably determine, the consumer's evaluation
1) The term is introduced in Cox 1963. Cox does not distinguish between pre-,
dictive'value of information and predictive value of the topic.
2) Further specifications of these relations may be found in the literature o n
language and advertising.
3) In the oonmanication literature credibility is, often considered an independent variable influencing effects see e.gotiestley and Severin 1164,
Berl°, Lenniert.and Mertz 1969/70, Lundberg 1973, Maloney 1963, and Edelstein 1974. A

A

:1
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of the crediLlity of the source. Thr
model.

are incorporated in the

ey are 1) the expected intentions of the sender, 2) the

expected eAtoertnesh of the communicator, arl 3) the expected
topiCal y of the information. 1)
The variable in the model relating toiiikIntion is formulated as
the consumer's expectation to the degree of accordance betweeh

the consumer's motive to use the inforAtion and the sender's
motive to send it. (The consumer may think that there is d;better
accordance between his'and A retailer's intentions thanlbetween
intentions of a brochure and the consumer's.intentions;'becausethe retailer is not dependent on a single brand). T
hider

the expected agreement, the higher the expected credibility
The variable in the model relating to expertness is formulated as .
the consumer's expectation from theecoMpetence/knowledge of,the

source .(The consumer may thiO that the expertness of the weathet-,
forecast is higher on tv than in ea newspapei). The higher the ex,

pected expertness, the higher, the credibility is.
The variable in the model relating to topicality is ;formulated

as the consUmer's expectations frOm+the ability of the source
to carry the latest possible information. (A'consumer may e.g.

believe thet advertisements are very topical, while this'is not
necessarily true as4regards consumer magazines). The higher the,
expected topicality, the higher the credibility is.

.

4.2.4. Socio-economlc variables

\

'A number of investigations indicate a correlation between differeht o
-economic variables and choice of information source. 2)
The expla ation of this land the relationship between these
variables and the model) is the same its in,chapter V, section 3.
,

,

u

.

The model of informatigin value is graphically illustrated in'

figure VI.1. It is a basic structure, which is to be extended or
1) Cf Hovland, Janis, and Kelley 1953.

2) See e.g. Westley and Severin 1964, Bastian and Ross 1965, Samuelsion, Carter, and Ruggels 1963, Augedal 1970, and lipswoll 1970.
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detailed in accordance with the user's need and the knowledge
acquired through research.and practice.
)'
vs,

Figure VI.1. Graphic illustration of a model of information value 'N
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5. Expected cost of information
In this section we shall define the conceritpf information cost
and formulate hypotheses on the determinants bf expected cost of
perceived specific sources.

Mr,

4
K

1

4

I.
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5.1. What is cost of'information?

The literature of communication has n9 real analyses of the information cost concept.- The expected information costs of perceived information sources are defined as the disutility, (diead7

vantage) associated with the use of the information source.

The cog concept is related to a source, not an amount of information. If the consumer intends to use the "source" only partly
(listen only to the weather forecast in the news, only read the
claisified edirertj.sement

in the newspaper, or only to study the

technical information in

e brochbre), this part is considered

information source. The costs of information arealways the
additional Cost due to the specific c onsumption of information.

Ora consumer intends to look for footwear -sale' advertisements

when reading his daily paper, the expected costs of information

areyonly thiwosts added because of this activity, not the total
r
'coseassociated with purchasing and reading the,aper.The opposite is true if the newspaper is'bought onlyfor the sake Cf.the
shoe-sale advertisement.

Confer the costs as a reason for con-

sbMing information inside normal media use).

5:2. Hypotheses on determinants of costs of information
,Basically, the costs of information consumption - according to

the model - are determined by the expected use of time, expected
use of money, expected postponement of the behaviour causing the
information need, expected alternative use of time necessary for
the information consumption, and expected physical 'and psychologi,

cal strain.1) The variablegnise of time and use of money need no
.explanation. PrOstponement represents the disutility (inconvenience)

of waiting. (The consumer mak consider buying a peroblator for
a long time, but when he has decided to do so, the disutility of
1
waiting another day because of lack of information_ may be enormous). Physical and psychological strain represents the physical
and emotional/intellectual
rt that may be necessary in order
to acquire, the infoeMation.

1) This basic model may be fwtherdevelcped through hypotheses on relations
between these expectationg and the consumers' individual Characteristics
and social situation.

Us
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These variables do not have the same relevance in relation to all:
sources or in different situations. But they are the basic
-

variables from which to understand expectedcost of information
or to analyse or compare different sources of information.
It is very important to note that there are two steps in tiae for-.

mationoof information costs. The first'Otep is e.g. the pme
(minutes) the consumer expects the consumption of information'to
.x`

. The next steps the-"(individual) transformation of this

t

e to a cost (disutility). Thereft?re expected cost is not a

function of e.g. use of time, but a function%f the perception of
1)
the used time as a coet.
We can therefore incorporate the following relationship in our model:
The perception of-expected use of time
as 'a cost

Expected information cost of
= f
perceived informatioq sources

,

The perception of expected, use Of money
as a cost

The perception of expected poStponement
gi a cost
The percelndon:of the eXpeoted utility.of
an alternative use of time at a cost
.
The perception'of expected physical and
psychological strain as a cost

There are several possible determinants of, the perception of ex.)

pected use of time as a cost. Some basic assumptions to be incorporated in the mocel area` that the perception of expected use of

time as'a cost is a furction of1) the consumer's (subjective)
perception ofolepgth of leisure time - the more time, the less
cost is involved in use of time, 2) alternative possibilities of
.activity - the more possibilities, the higher the cost associated'
with the use of time, 3) the extension.of normal media use - the
higher the normal consumption, the less extra,time will normally

be necessary to meet a need forinformatiqn, and 4)

the consumer's

perceived ability to acquire and handle information

the higher
f ti
perceived'abiliiy, the less time is expected to be necessary.

The perception of expected use ot money as a-cost cannot be expressed as a specific amount.'The question is whether the expect1). No

existing

empirical investigations have

49

taken thipintO

consideration.

a

4,9

-
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ed necessary amount is perceived.as a small or high amount. The
1>

6

most obvious determinant of this is of/ourae income.

As a basic assumption it is incorporated in the model that the

.

perception of expected postponement as a cost is a function oftl)
the consumer's perception 'of the urgency of the topic td which

the information need is related (the more urgent, 9e higher the
cost of postponeme ), and 2) the consumer's expectatiOn that the'
information will betthere when he needs it. The lower this ex-.
pectation, the highe
advertisements in
variable, official

the exnected cost of postponement is..(Food
loCaI newspaper have a high value of this,
onsumer'°infoiJnation on refrigerators a lbw

one).

P.

The perception of the expected utility of an alternative-use of
time as a cost is'difficult to determine. The perception may depend on many. circumstances; which can.pnly be specified 41 4concrete context. In a basic model we may, summarize these ci7icuM-

.

stance, as the consumer's alternative possibilitips of activity.
The cost is higher, the more and the better alternativpossibilities the consumer has. As a basic assumption it is'incorpor.." "61

ated in the model that the perception of expected Dhysical'and.

psychological strain is a function of 1) the consumer's perception
of, tiredness in the leisure time -ithe more tired, the higher the

cost is, 2) the consumer's abilities to acquire and handle in.

formation - the better the abilities, the less' the cost

the physical distance between the consumer and the information

souice - the longer the distance, the higher the costie,lr and
4) access to the source2,- the more difficult the ,access, ,the
higher the cost is.

5.3. Socio-economic yariables
4.

No research demonstr4es tIle,relaqiins between socio-economic

variables and expecfp.cdst5of information. It should, however,.

be possile.44,argue that

cJ°tta

relations exist between the

independent Vari bies and w g' 6d4iaticin 1 -income, age, and urb&nisation, the
Wonship beirig cliffereo:t for different sources.'
s '
i,,. i
1) The ittoortance of physical distance has of telh,beerc illustrated. Qu#.4
different examples are Augedill 1970 'anr) Suckyn5 1969,-/
.

.

'2) Cf chanter V.
...

r

,

,

°5 a,

.

.

%
4

1
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Figure VI.2.

Graphic illustration of a model of information cost.

Choice of information source
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Expected value of
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section 4)

Expected information cost of

perceived information sources

Perception of
expected use
of time as a
cost

Perchtion of
expected use
of money as
a cost

Perception
of expected
postponement as a
cost

Perception of
the expected
utility of an
alternati4e
use of time
as a cost"

Perception of
length of
leisure
time

It

HIperime

Urgency
of need

jExpectation that
the information
will be
there
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needed

tive possibilities of
activity
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ve possibilitie4
f acti
vity

Perception of
expected physical and
psychological
strain as a
cost

irednesJ
in the
leisure
time

Ability
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tion
Physical
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and information
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Extensio
of normal media use

ACcess
of acquiering
and handling informatior

to the
source

P.
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This should be further investigated.
10P
As mentioned above the purpose of thii section h4s been to pre-.

sent a general model which can function as, a platform for further

theoretical and practical work. Undoubtedly, it is possible to be
much more pregibe in the pin-pointing of determinants when spec-)
ifying the source.

The model on expected information cost of perceived information
sources is graphically summarized in figure V.2.

0

"
a
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VI: CONCLUSION

In the'previous chapters we have formulateda great number of

.

hypotheses, which together constitute a model on consumption of
informatibn. This has been done in the light of srAcified assumptiohs concerning the relationship between mass communication and
individuals. The mpst important elements in the model are'the

pin-pointing of tte conditions necessary to the acquisition of'
information, the determinants of the probability of consumption
of:information in, relation to an informStiOn need, and the expla-

nation of how and where consumption of Information takes place.
Each of the dimensions of information consumption-behaviour are
1

analysed-separately, but it is also.obvious that the various
dimensions are integrated elements with close interrelations and
common determinants.
The model constructed it this paperidoes not cover all problems
of information consumpti8n behayiour. It presents badic outlines,
and is often more tentative than perfect. In spite of this, howl-

ever, it does increase our understanding of the use of information
(mass media) and does offer some help,'whether the goal is a

_-

comprehensive theory of mass communication, the creation of
profitable advertisin
system.,

camnal ns, or a radical change of the media
4

The model may be said both to have bten testes and not to have
been so. The model has not been tested empirically, as it is presented here, but it has been tested in thle'sdnae that many of

the components have'an empirical teferende. Alost all.variables
have been operationalised and field research is in progress to
.

test, different components of the model. It is, however, important

first to get e'theoretical feed-bac0 beford investing in large.

oseale empirical research. This paper has been written to get this
feed -back, and because the model in its present foim may hope-

fully offercinspiratidn for practicians as well asftesedrchers.

10

C
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